Fast decolorization of azo methyl orange via heterogeneous Fenton and Fenton-like reactions using alginate-Fe2+/Fe3+ films as catalysts.
The efficiency of Fenton and Fenton-like processes can be seriously affected by the continuous loss of iron ions and by the formation of solid sludge. Here, alginate (Alg) films were synthesized to stabilize iron ions (Fe2+ and Fe3+) and to enhance their catalytic activities towards the decolorization of methyl orange via heterogeneous Fenton and Fenton-like processes. Iron ions were ionically bond to the Alg molecules resulting in a three-dimensional network with specific structural and morphological features according to the valence states of iron. Our results demonstrated that both Alg-Fe2+ and Alg-Fe3+ films show highlighted catalytic activity for the decolorization of MO and high decolorization rates. Reuse experiments demonstrated that both films could be employed in at least five consecutive decolorization processes without losing their catalytic efficiency or stability. Taken together, our findings reveal that the Alg-Fe2+ and Alg-Fe3+ films may be suitable low-cost catalysts in heterogeneous Fenton and Fenton-like processes.